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MESMER is named after the German physician 
Franz Mesmer who pioneered the theory of animal 
magnetism that hypothesized a transference of energy 
between all animate and inanimate things, and which 
eventually became the practice of hypnosis. 
We believe that poetry and art are loci of these energies, 
and a means of transport between consciousnesses.

Mesmer was created, curated, and printed by Emma 
Furman and Sean Pritchard in their home in Nashville, 
TN. Billie the Dog was a constant source of inspiration. 
They would love for you to visit. 

Emma and Sean would like to offer their immense 
appreciation for the design and layout work their 
friend and short-term roommate, Kate Sullivan, 
invested in Mesmer. You can view her portfolio at 
katelynsullivandesign.com
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AN UNKIND HOBBY
A mountain won’t remodel you the way a city might
That sounds like an epigraph
I guess doing his dishes begs for an epigraph
He is Zeus when he’s not alone
He is asleep at dusk awake at dawn
High on his pricey mountain
God I was in pieces coming down
Eyeing his nice things, the gorgeous basin he bathes in
Is carved of a boulder, he said it didn’t work
Neither did the California king neither did his bidet
I’m standing in a lukewarm puddle in the kitchen
It’s raining and also summer
I go into my mind and am back in the city cramped in a corner
The bahn mi shop, its steamy windows wet walls stale french bread
The teacups are kept upside down at the tables
Turn over now he says and my lips float to the floor
I am somehow rare and young enough and charming
But prosaic in scale, it’s his mountain (and all the others)
My shadow gets filled upside down and he says Cum now
I feel his eyes flash into silvery wistarias behind me
Then stupid blue ransoms, then dishes of milk
Then brown turkey figs split in half and wet
Then the screeching mouths of two fruit bats then wrist watches then it’s
4:33pm and he orders me in the shower
This I know: we can turn over ourselves but never the earth
He is a punching eagle
When he is skimming just beneath god
He is a cruel flower
When he is here but somewhere else
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You are clean
You are a hollowed bone and licked out
You are not that dirty cocktail
Your hair is washed and smelling like a spring on fire
Your armpits are washed and shaved smelling like your hair
You look hot
There is an ablution you are already wet in
Sorry I'm wet / in this ablution, what is an ablution?
You dive straight in the public pool
You are already cleaned on the outside too
You look pretty
So it doesn't precisely matter where
You sit at the dinner table
Ergo it doesn't matter how much gin but then
You are struggling, back to the wall
You did the dive wrong
You opened your eyes under water, looked under
the green the table the skirt, the sycamore’s sinking in
gasoline in flames in terror ablutions, poisons, baths in smoke
Quickly, become a pastel on the wall!
The one of the golfer above the chair at the dentist’s, they won't look
You’re bleeding out and it is pink
You won’t look but everyone is swimming in your blood
The entire pool is tinted in your blood
Every ablution smells like your blood
Cocktails are at 8 and awkward
They pray but the healing doesn't come
The cocktails smell like your blood
No one gets blitzed
The dentist prays not to smell your blood
They all pray but won’t look
Somebody brings edamame as an appetizer and everyone is sick

YOU ARE CLEAN

| CANDYSTORE O. MCCRITTER
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BEFORE WHAT  
HAPPENED WAS
My face moves through an unambitious gnat cluster
I similarly like to watch beautiful people move through the cloud of my fart
I spent several good days in Detroit Michigan now that's over
It's good and cool in bed with my underwear
Maybe something bad will happen

Last night drinking too much in Hamtramck 
Forty years lay catly before me 

Good to be back home
I thought, not near home
Yeah, Good

I appreciated the quivering foam
My brother sent me a video of
I stayed in bed,
thought about it for the lion's share of a year
The lion's share is the whole antelope
The antelope's share is one good last twitch
Into mouth and likely rough tongue not to mention teeth
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WIND AND RAIN
the rain looks like eyes 
and the wind looks like leaves falling down
the rain looks like pink and purple lightning
the wind goes in circles
the wind looks like a boy
the wind also looks like the letter f
and the wind shook itself at me 
the rapidness of this transition just now reminds me
of when i looked in the mirror and saw i was wearing a fake nose
a hundred spired webs of condensation on each long pine
closing the shower curtain 
equinoctial storm 
thunder in gettysburg girl throwing up in the rain 
pin oak assembly of god 
mntneer firewood 
20 cents off gas
on high street engines of church bells

CORRINE SONDAK |
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what has been regarded as commonplace has proved to be utopianism
every consensus is contingent and provisional 
and then you’re dead

one last time you’re a gorgeous gourd in autumn 
a gorge 
a gordian knot 
um 
then you’re dead

COMMENCEMENT 
you could pick through the various runes 
try to make something coherent 
but if the incoherence feels like the point at least it’s shared 
in this shambling community looking for meaning 
looking for meaning finding none 
but insisting on meaning 
nonetheless and then you’re dead

you struggle against the meaning but then again here you are 
at the asymptotic line and then you’re dead

you think or hope it’s a simple problem but 
as you can see there’s nowhere to begin and then you’re dead

don’t play everything or every time let some things go by
some music just imagined
what you don’t play can be more important than what you do then
you’re dead

in this life you have not got two hearts

since arguing about the so-called great purpose of art 
and therefore life you’ve changed 
almost completely and then you’re dead

you struggle against the public persona 
the veil 
while at the same time being almost incomprehensibly unable to lower the 
veil 
in any capacity 
like a lover or as a critic 
you necessitate the use of veils 
through the judgment of veils 
the downward spiral or asymptotic line 
and then you’re dead

you’re difficult when it’s prudent to be easy
it doesn’t work and you keep doing it and then you’re dead 

your present life is your afterlife then you’re dead
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I’M A SWAN, MOTHERFUCKER
 
 
Motherfucker, I’m a swan.
Are therapists good at knowing themselves?
How many friends do you have?
Make a plan about that.
Make a plan about that too.
I’m a lucky bitch.
The sickest sad in the world.
My dog sighs on a mountain and I hear her.
The end.

SALLY ROUNDHOUSE || SALLY ROUNDHOUSE

SPOOKY SHAKE SATIVA
You’re thirty 
You’re fat 
You live with your dad 
You hate your job 
Everything was alive at some point
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THE OVERVIEW EFFECT
 “Something happens to you out there.”
  --Edgar Mitchell, Apollo 14 astronaut

Something happens to you down here, too. Something happens down there: 
Death Valley, the Marianas Trench, something happens in every hillock and 
low area if you pay attention. something happening is not the surprise; it’s 
the change of perspective, not the changing climes that are to blame, a ka-
leidoscope at the wrong end is a blindfold, a change in opinion at the wrong 
time is an apple fallen from a tree, waiting to be picked up, and thrown out. 
Something happens to be the watchword, when I say something you say no 
thanks, when I say happens you say get on it with it. Blank the scorecards, 
start it all over. Count the not-white, not-males that have felt something 
happen without needing to fly to the moon. The number of people Frank 
Sinatra clobbered because he could. Look: something is always happening. 
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    with his hands upon the shoulders
Of the angel deep in dream now he has pinned him to the soil For
the longest ugly while he’s been sifting through a mixture In his head of blood
& power & the tales of his grandfather It was not enough to tame
the painful beating in his ribcage It was not enough to wrest the story’s
plot arc from his brother There was always still the figure, not quite human,
in the distant Pink & purple clouds majestic over fields he’d never toil
Now he’s got the fucker pinned just like his father to the altar & he spits
& makes him beg him for a touch of human mercy And it’s just that brimming
moment he elects to send his warm fist On a swift arc of its own into angel
jaw & break it

  There is blood now on the t-shirt of the second son
of Isaac And there is no intervention at the last moment to save the
Begging angel now he’s screaming for that touch of human mercy Such a touch
that just like god man is free to choose to hold back Free to beat our angels bloody
in the service of some hunger That we never quite could name, not an appetite
for power But the ravenous reaction to that skyway streaked in violence
Like his t-shirt pink and brown now in the dreamscape rich with silence

AND HERE IS LIVELY JACOB

| EZRA FURMAN LEXI LANGILL |
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  were thick, delicious like hams piled in a window
& I leaned my head & lusted I’m a neighborhood junkie See
I didn’t want to read them I was just vicious desirous Like when you see
the butcher chopping & it seems so bloody perfect & for weeks you’re watching
cows standing so thick & full of promise This is hunger for a spoiled rotten
orphan with two parents This is longing for the kid who’s gotten everything
he’s wanted & I swore most indiscreetly at the New York Public Library
I will fill these bloody bookshelves with my meaty bloated story & I left
my sticky seed between the pages of Lord Byron Who has always been my
favorite with his appetite for power

    The hour is growing ugly & I’m just
the man to fill it It is gaping so inviting & I fall directly in it Can you see
me on the faces of the clocks inside your houses Can you hear my story
ticking with an echo in the hallways In a twisted turn of fortune I’m the
kid to pull the saber From the stone of New York City & become 
the awesome sovereign Yes I feel my seed is planted and my blood
has stained the pages & the meat will live forever on the shelves 
      & on the stages

THE BOOKS

EZRA FURMAN |
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PLANS
It’s different from other times. I’m making turkey for dinner and you’re 
making a pie with too many raspberries and not enough chocolate. We 
listen to NPR and jazz and I watch your cats walk across the tabletop, trying 
not to care about all their hair going everywhere. I walk around your house 
and it makes me sad. The kitchen is an awful green; the spare bedroom 
is an ugly orange. You complain about the lack of windows, brag about 
the bubble baths you take every night. There are cotton balls and dental 
floss all over the bathroom counters. You’re out of shampoo. You’re out of 
conditioner. In the morning we brush our teeth at the double sinks and get 
dressed. You put on the same pants, shoes, shirt, and tie you always wear. I 
know how good they make you feel.

EMMA ZURER |
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EGO
I decide to keep you
in a can, to have you
all sealed up on my shelf
like pink salmon—
your soft meat swimming 
in itself, safe
from any bears and all 
those other men out there,
cozy in your little aluminum cage,
you this little thing 
I ballast myself against, this thing
too small to pour myself into fully,
cutting my fingers 
trying to pry you
open again—the sweet
concord of my hand bones
breaking, the love-sound
of my tearing flesh
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in your wallow in your wimbly timbers what
wimbly timbers tiny timbers timber my timber tit
talk
to that cactus to that cactus bargain cactus cactus meat flaps
cactus ocean ebb ocean flow bloody ocean cup tub
boil
your insecurities cow tongue tickled beer bra
jazzy focus twinkle tongue shingle ting
pee
yourself with dying tree gods
bathe with whore-ish tree gods liquid top heavy life vest
lick
those tree gods with your sap
skim that sap with your mophead golfhead wonderwhisk
kiss
those empty eye sockets
eye sockets for winter boys tear drop heaven flip dip boys
grab
those lustrous tricks trusty wheelbarrow dingdongs
hummingbird wings wombat poison nectar trick
sip
on that nectar till there is none
recycle that nectar till you want none
simmer
that strawberry blue heart night wing
night wing like double wide pause play
whisper
for those deep keyboards sing deep melodies ring deep
deep
bury that ringbearer singsong hell
wince
for bell ringing twisted tab back raising womping what
love
on that love on that salt block raisin hell here
raising
hell
here

WALLOW
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ON GAY MEN AND CATS

There is a special relationship between gay men and cats.  

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE

The Bible is not true.  But it’s honest.  
Alternatively: the Bible is honest, and therefore it’s true.
Alternatively: the Bible is neither fiction nor non-fiction nor a cookbook, 
and thus unclassifiable in modern terms, and should be eliminated as a 
subject of conversation, replaced with further discussion of weather.

ON NEW YORK

At its best a city is a shared dream.  At its worst a city is a shared nightmare.  
At all times a city is a delusion.  New York, of course, is no exception.

THREE MICRO ESSAYS
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Life is an interesting concept.
Some are born into rich families, others into poor.
With influences from the Dutch, Spanish, pirates,
And Oriental settlers, dishes in Aruba
Are often times bold with flavor. I look forward
To being able to share more memories
With the same people and different people
Who entire my life so they can understand
Why its so easy to love one place so much.

I was born in San Francisco.
Knowing all this history
As well as passing by the old homes, apartments, and spots
Where memories of many of my family members have been made,
Brings me a huge connection in and of itself.
My sister told me she finds herself really sad at times
And that all she wants is to be left alone. I reread it over
And over again hoping she’d text me back
Saying she was just kidding. In place of bread,
Aruba traditionally has Johnny cakes.

From certain experiences,
Some places bring up strong feelings
That might be hard to fully explain.
Fort Point has always been a place of peace.
My family and I split a huge sundae and people watch for hours.
Although I was so young, the stories and descriptions
My family tells me bring all the memories to life
In my head. We walk around and watch waves crash,
Observe the wind surfers, and search for the swimmers
That race along the shoreline coming in from Alcatraz.

Each year we have
The same sleeping arrangements,
The same shopping schedule,
And for the most part, the same daily routine,
Allowing us to maximize each day
We spend together. One of my favorite
Pass times on the island of Aruba
May also be one of the most simple;
Snorkeling. Again,
I always remembered wishing
We could just drive into the city.

PERSONAL NARRATIVE #2
There are so many memories to be made
That you may not think of. Fondly,
My sixteenth birthday comes to mind,
In which at the Bingo Café I ordered
The blackened Mahi-Mahi.
By hearing the loud train on Bryant Denny Road
Keeping me up at night, or having to take 20 minutes
To walk to class and think about stuff going on in life. Considering
How much I cannot go
Without this city crossing my mind,
I feel the need to live there again one day.

During my freshman year of high school,
My world fell apart. All I remember
Was being afraid to step in the ocean
Because of my recent incident with a jellyfish.
I also remember spending all my parent’s money
At the nearby adventure park. Everybody that I worked with
Loved me and always played with me
And told me how cute I was in my outfits
With my little hat. I just sat there
Numb in my seat with tears rolling down my face.

Everyone in today’s society wants to be friends.
They want to have friends.
Parents strive to become friends with their children.
But having a happy place for one’s self
Is almost as much of a blessing
As having a timeshare in Aruba.

| STEPHEN THOMAS STEPHEN THOMAS |
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IF GOODBYE IS THE ONLY 
STORY YOU KNOW BY HEART
Rey took my picture.
It was all torso and legs and see through gauze skirts
And slips.
The sun was setting behind the red hills of the city
And the orange in my skirt caught the light.

Three year olds have perfect and clumsy hands.
They can look right at your face
And wind up with nothing but knees and hands and
Wrists bedecked with hair ties and rhinestones.

(Remember my hands, Rey.
And my lap.
Remember our walks 
And the chair we shared at the breakfast table.
Remember the sound of my voice 
and the story I told you.
Repeat it back to me until you can’t forget, don’t forget
Please don’t forget I exist, 
Even as I’m vanishing,
Even as the words I write to you keep coming out as goodbye.)

| NAUSICAA RENNER BEATRICE KILAT |
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SOMETIMES THE WORD FOR 
TENDER ISN’T TENDER
let us not forget love conquers all 
is still a war

metaphor let me not forget
i am a weapon talking at myself

at a distance
you don’t need a tongue

to be hurt
or boring

i have fucked myself 
in the valley 

or the valley 
has fucked me

the soil has eaten 
my semen

my skin is not growing bark 

SOMETIMES THE WORD FOR 
TENDER ISN’T TENDER
like the tip of your nose resting on the sore spot of mine 
a transaction felt rather smarter

than finger nail turning over exfoliated skin
when i close my eyes my heels mine  

the dirt and your words slow 
like marbles spinning across the inside

of a barrel so much bass so much noise 
enough to prod my current finger into winging

cold air at memory’s you-shaped residue
distance is the only way to measure time

how many years 
to tremble until i wear your new face

| RYAN BOLLENBACH RYAN BOLLENBACH |
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CRANIAL MASSAGE
I’m all thumbs
tethered to the cloud
we all talk about
sometimes forgetting
completely
about sensory detail
the mystery water
pooling in the gutter
wherefrom i am
or want to be
a little wetter
that’s incorrect
yet accurate
to experience
a dappled apple
that never existed
tingling now
on the skin of my teeth
no skin off my back
why would there be
humans being generally
not one of the things
we skin though i wonder
if i have it in me 
to take a scalp
to get more access
lift the scapula
bring the hand
behind their back
some people dig deeper
surgeons for instance
do terrible things
skillfully
I watch how-to video
not to improve or give
anyone anything
but for a rising
I can’t really feel
by myself all the time
I can really feel
the knots tied

in my back 
a package
inside your head
a dead bird 
on the sidewalk
that’s been there
a long time
you were seeing it too
differently
stiffer maybe
are you happy
we are inexactly
separate
like dogs
anticipating a walk
i am passing through
the morning already
unwrapping like xmas
which sounds dirty
and maybe is
being here with me
sitting by yourself
touching something
a chair maybe
just very light pressure
ambient music
some circular movements
what poverty
the wealth of touch
depends on
trickle down
your scalp
join hands 
protest

| BENJAMIN VOIGT BENJAMIN VOIGT |
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In the womb I was
like a sky bruise.
Apparently I hiccupped
a lot. I pressed my arches
open on a gentle surface.
I was in a circle and you
were there and you 
were there. My medicine
blew in the electric wind.
Electric wind, I hear
and understand everything.

ALIEN HAND SYNDROME

| MOLLY GOLDMAN 
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Colleen Billing is an interdisciplinary artist living in Ridgewood, NY 
and working in New Brunswick, NJ. She received her BFA in Painting 
+ Printmaking from Virginia Commonwealth University in 2013, and is 
currently an MFA Candidate at Mason Gross School of the Arts, Rutgers 
University. She likes chunky sandals and vegetables that look like body 
parts. You can see more of her work here: colleenbilling.com. 
______________

Ryan Bollenbach is an MFA candidate in the University of Alabama MFA 
program and reviews editor for the Black Warrior Review. His writing has 
appeared or is forthcoming in the Colorado Reivew, the Sonora Review, 
Puerto Del Sol, and elsewhere. Find him on twitter at @SilentAsIAm.  
______________

Lizi Breit is a Chicago-based artist working across the worlds of puppetry, 
illustration, animation and sculpture. She is a member of Manual Cinema, a 
shadow puppet performance collective. Once upon a time she was in a band 
called Serious Babies with Emma Furman, and it was brief but glorious. 
She would love to paint a mural on your wall, if you asked her. You may see 
more of her work on her fledgling tumblr site: lizibreit.tumblr.com.
_______________

Rachel Cohen likes to make drawings, buildings, objects, and wise cracks. 
She currently works as a structural engineer in Berkeley, CA.
_______________

Moira Connelly is a painter living and working in Philadelphia, PA. She 
received a BA from Sarah Lawrence College and an MFA from Tyler School 
of Art. She is the co-founder of Day Space, a gallery located in her backyard.
_______________

Jon Dubow lives in Pennsylvania. He has recent work in Across the 
Margin, Alien Mouth, Reality Beach and elsewhere.
_______________

Ezra Furman is a songwriter and performer with a band called Ezra 
Furman & the Boy-Friends. They go on tour and release semi-popular 
records such as Day of the Dog (2013), Perpetual Motion People (2015) and 
Big Fugitive Life (2016). He used to write more poems and feels lousy about 
how seldom he writes them now. But let's face it, songs have been paying 
the bills and poems have not. “All art is quite useless,” as Oscar Wilde said, 
though. Maybe the usefulness of his songs has compromised their status as 
art. Ezra doesn't know. Maybe he just plain forgot to exploit his poetry. Ezra 
can be a little absent-minded. He is currently working on a book about Lou 
Reed's Transformer as part of the acclaimed book series 33 1/3.

"I had more interesting thoughts a year ago. I still want to do poems and 
stuff. I work in the labor movement now. My internal life feels less 3-D but 
Mesmer and things like that help. I feel happier than I've ever felt. I think 
I am just too busy. I think the work week should be capped at 30 hours 
maximum, and more like 15. Thank you." - Jonah Furman
______________

Molly Goldman lives in Brooklyn where she teaches creative writing. She 
has a BA from Sarah Lawrence College and an MFA from the University of 
Alabama.
______________

Brenna Horrocks is currently faking her way through corporate America 
at an advertising agency where she uses a lot of acronyms and pretends to 
know a lot about branding by using run-on sentences that make it seem 
like everything she’s saying is incredibly important because only important 
people with important things to say try to say absolutely nothing by saying 
absolutely everything until the person on the receiving end can’t take it 
anymore and finally buys the idea.
_____________

Beatrice Kilat is a writer in Oakland, CA. Her work has appeared in 
Get Downtown LA, an art guide and literary magazine, and on KQED 
Public Media for Northern California. She graduated with a degree in 
Creative Writing from The University of Kansas and can be found online at 
beawrotethat.com.
_____________

Lexi Langill lives in a grass patch in Los Angeles. She is inspired by 
Zurbarán, puff, slingshots and powder blue satin, and can spoke over 1 
language. She works as a graphic designer for Abso Lutely Productions 
where she makes weird shit in Photoshop everyday. 
_____________

Matt Langlais makes music and drawings in Houghton, MI. He started 
making drawings in the early part of summer 2016 and is ~totally stoked~ 
that anyone likes them at all. Exploring themes of loneliness, curiosity, 
and technology through the use of simple black and white vignettes, Matt 
attempts to evoke feelings of being alone in an ever changing and advancing 
world.
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Candystore is the sex-positive, gender non-conforming id of Brooklyn 
based author-artist, Christopher O. McCarter. Christopher (with the 
help of Candystore) is currently working on a book length project about 
queer sex, the South, intimacy, and distance experienced through mobile 
dating apps. You can follow Candystore on Instagram @agaywhitemale 
or just stalk them on Scruff and Grindr. Christopher, on the other hand, 
doesn’t really use the internet.
_________________

Born in Nashville, TN, Todd Osborne holds an MFA in poetry from 
Oklahoma State University. His writing has recently appeared or is 
forthcoming at The Collapsar, Arc Poetry Magazine, and Hobart. He 
currently lives and works in Hattiesburg, MS, where he is pursuing a PhD in 
poetry from the University of Southern Mississippi.
_________________

Mathew Pereda’s hobbies do not include fishing, hunting, bird watching, 
pearl diving, fortune telling, matter splitting, coin collecting, or jigsaw 
puzzles (he’ll never like those) though he does love the word “jigsaw.” 
He loves words, in general. Read more of Mathew’s words at Outrageous 
Fortune, Microfiction Monday, Sweet, and MockingHeart Review
____________________

Nausicaa Renner is a writer and editor in New York City.
_____________________

Sally Roundhouse lives in Tucson, AZ with her poorly-trained dog and 
her well-trained partner. You can find more of her work in the most recent 
issue of Action Yes and in Smoking Glue Gun. 
____________________

Matthew Schultz is a writer based in Tel Aviv.  His fiction has been 
featured in Ecotone Journal and "Best American Non-Required Reading."  
Follow him on Twitter @MatthewASchultz.
___________________

Corinne Sondak currently ferments in New Orleans, LA where she hopes 
to become full of nutrients,  just like kimchi. She graduated with a degree in 
math, as well as one in Spanish. Her parents are thrilled to announce that 
she is using those to work at a pho restaurant as well as a pizza joint. She 
aspires to one day have a dream. 

Goni Sondak grew up on the outskirts of Chicago but now frolics in the 
hills and cities of India and Israel. She was also a member of Serious Babies 
and continues to play music in her new home, Tel Aviv. You can find more of 
her words and drawings at: cargocollective.com/gonisondak
__________________

Stephen Thomas is the author of The Jokes, a book of stories. His work 
has appeared in Hazlitt, Little Brother, The Seneca Review, The Millions, 
The Atlantic's Citylab blog (kind of), and Snapchat's Real Life Magazine. He 
currently has no head, a chicken's body, and is running around.
________________

Benjamin Voigt grew up on a horse farm in upstate New York. His 
poetry criticism has appeared on the Poetry Foundation's website, and 
is forthcoming in the Kenyon Review and Pleiades. In 2015, he was an 
AWP Intro Journal Prize winner. He currently teaches creative writing at 
Macalester College in St. Paul, MN.
_________________

Scarlet Weinstein is a 5 year old kindergarten student residing in 
Gaithersburg, MD. As five year olds go, she takes the cake when it comes to 
creativity and expressing the things she loves through her artwork. Scarlet 
studied several artists throughout her time in day school, creating this 
wonderful piece 'The Esther', inspired by Picasso. One of Scarlet's favorite 
Jewish holidays is Purim, which commemorates the saving of Jewish people 
from Haman, 'a very bad man', Scarlet would say as she shakes her grogger. 
In the story of Purim, Esther is a powerful woman that portrays strength 
and unending love for the Jewish people as she stood up to the evil Haman 
and liberated the Jewish people from his reign. Scarlet combined her love 
for Picasso and her love for Esther to create this piece. As someone that 
knows her- this won't be her last.
___________________
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